
Operationalize the Sustainability Journey

2  I N S I G H T S

1. From Primary Sources to Reportable Sustainability Data is not easy.
Automation and verified systems are a must

2. Companies who automated SOX compliance early on saved millions of dollars
in subsequent years. Sustainability data is the same
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Enterprise Sustainability Data
The Must-Have for Reporting, Reducing, Risk Management and Finance

FA C T S

• Only 9% of businesses use software to prepare sustainability data today (Diligent)

• Only 12 out of 300 sustainability and software vendors surveyed by GLYNT help customers
prepare sustainability data (GLYNT)

• But corporate revenues, valuations and regulatory compliance now depend on this data

• Specialized technology needed for data automation as the vast majority of key data is trapped
in utility bills and business invoices

“The foundations of a strong ESG program are built on data. Data-rich organizations 
operate more efficiently, more decisively and with greater foresight than their peers.”   

World Economic Forum

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/10/no-1-esg-challenge-data-environmental-social-governance-reporting/
https://www.diligent.com/insights/white-paper/esg-planning-and-performance-survey/
https://glynt.ai
https://glynt.ai
https://glynt.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/GLYNT_222_WherestheSustainabilityData_09082022.pdf


GLYNT uses the term Enterprise Sustainability Data to make a distinction between the data produced today in 
accounting systems and by energy data teams, e.g. data that is a bit rough around the edges. 

Almost all of the Primary Source data for energy, emissions, water, and waste are utility bills and energy invoices. 
Accounting systems struggle with this complexity, so they capture just a few fields. Energy companies need the 
detailed data on the invoice to price new contracts, but they lack technology. So, both accounting and energy 
firms use manual data entry to capture invoice data. The upshot is data that is inaccurate, slow and confusing as 
it contains undocumented judgement calls by the data entry team. 

In contrast, Enterprise Sustainability Data has the following properties, giving the data the “super powers” it 
needs to flow through modern enterprise software systems.

•  Accurate. Customers should never worry about accuracy; the data should be ready to consume and produced 
in a verified system.

•  Audit-Ready. Third-party audits of sustainability data are quickly becoming the norm. Without the appropriate 
data preparation, audits cost too much and take too long. 

•  Shareable. The typical 
business must share data 
with regulators, auditors, 
customers and investors. 

    The data must be preppred 
for a high level of scrutiny. 

•  Fast. No one waits months 
for financial data, why should 
they wait for sustainability 
data? Automated systems 
are required. 

Talk to GLYNT about Enterprise 
Sustainability Data. It’s our 
favorite topic! 
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From Disparate Primary Sources to Valuable Activities

•  “The SOXifcation of ESG Reporting” KPMG

•  “Clarifying Corporate Carbon Accounting,” FTSE Russell

•  The Role of Finance in ESG Reporting, EY

READ THE RESEARCH

ENTERPRISE SUSTAINABILITY DATA DEFINED
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ABOUT GLYNT
GLYNT is the leading platform for Enterprise Sustainability Data. Our mission is to enable 
businesses, homes and communities around the globe to produce and profit from their emissions 
data. GLYNT’s advanced machine learning accelerates and simplifies emissions, energy, waste and 
water data flows for finance and sustainability teams, and our Enterprise Sustainability Data 
enables reporting compliance, operational savings and climate finance. Learn more at glynt.ai

https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2022/esg-compliance-prepared.html?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=7014W000001GGtvQAG&cid=7014W000001GGtvQAG&gclid=Cj0KCQjw08aYBhDlARIsAA_gb0dbKMuy0AQObMez2_bgENtZaAVU4fHWfQh24UYLCzky_mkTlzBlpv4aAkFPEALw_wcB
https://www.ftserussell.com/research/mind-gaps-clarifying-corporate-carbon
https://www.ey.com/en_us/news/2022/05/new-report-shows-strong-level-of-involvement-by-finance-professionals-in-esg-reporting-efforts
https://glynt.ai
https://glynt.ai
https://glynt.ai

